
The Globe



1.The Globe Theatre is a reconstruction of the first 1.The Globe Theatre is a reconstruction of the first 
wooden theatre. The facade of the Globe is made of wooden theatre. The facade of the Globe is made of 

wood and the roof is thatched. There is only one Globe wood and the roof is thatched. There is only one Globe 
theatre in the world.theatre in the world.



2. The roof is open but the scene 2. The roof is open but the scene 
and the stands are covered.and the stands are covered.



3.model3.model





4. The scene has a trap door for the demons 
to go through on this scene: it's called hell. 
It also has another trap door in the ceiling 

for the angels: they call it paradise.



5. To watch the spectacle that unfolded, you 5. To watch the spectacle that unfolded, you 
had to pay one penny. The rich were always had to pay one penny. The rich were always 

placed vertically on the second or third floors placed vertically on the second or third floors 
but had to pay one penny more. The poor were but had to pay one penny more. The poor were 
sitting in the pit. To have a cushion, you had to sitting in the pit. To have a cushion, you had to 

pay one penny more.pay one penny more.



6. This is a humorous depiction of  6. This is a humorous depiction of  
twentieth century's Shakespeare.twentieth century's Shakespeare.



7. This is the original costume of Queen 7. This is the original costume of Queen 
Elizabeth IElizabeth I



It's  another costume.



8. These are period instruments, they were 8. These are period instruments, they were 
used on stage during performances.used on stage during performances.



The EndThe End

Orianne DRUJONOrianne DRUJON
Eloïse VALENTIEloïse VALENTI
Clara PRIMIClara PRIMI
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